Nomination Form
Please check in what category you are nominating:
Best News Letter/Magazine
Best News, Opinion, or Feature Article
Best News Photo
Best Facebook or Twitter Account
Best Website
Best Video Documentary or Narrative
(1-29:59 mins. For Short Film, and 30 mins.
& up for Long Film)
Grade School Level:
Best Newsletter or Magazine;
and Best News, Opinion or Feature Article

Title of the ARTICLE/VIDEO:

(If Print entries) Name of the Publication

Date of publication/production

Name of Producer/Photographer/Writer
REQUIRMENTS FOR EACH ENTRY:
Requirements:
1. TV documentaries or narratives (short or long production)
a) Send your entries thru “wetransfer” at
pasigcmma@gmail.com
b) Identify your entry with the category your are
entering and your name (Ex. LongFilm_FullName)
c) Entries must have the following minimum qualities:
Video Resolution: 720p (1280×720)H.246. Audio
Level: -12 decibels MONO MP3 Format
Print entries
1. Entries must be submitted in the form of the ACTUAL PRINTED
MATERIAL. Submit 5 original copies.
2. For photo entries, Submit 5 photos on a board or cartolina
together with actual printed material where the photo can be
found. It should also contain the caption and the title that goes
with the picture.
3. If the entry is a regular column, submit 2 other articles apart
from the official entry, of 5 copies.
4. Website / Social Media Accounts
5. The entries SHOULD still be existing on a website and easily
accessible on the Internet until the presentation of the Awards.
6. Submit on piece of paper (5 copies) the URL of the Homepage
/Facebook/Twitter/Instagram accounts
7. Each entry must have a corresponding summary (5 copies)
containing the rationale for creating the website / Facebook /
Twitter Instagram accounts.
Important reminders:
1. The submitted materials become the property of the Diocese of
Pasig.
2. The exhibitors agree to show their productions on a Catholic TV
station, reprinted in Catholic publication, and displayed on the
Internet for promotional purposes.
3. The PCMMA is not responsible for any material that may be
damaged or lost in transit.

NOMINATOR INFORMATION

NAME
MAILING
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE
NO.
E-MAIL
ADDRESS
Suggestion Citation
Please provide a one-sentence description which
highlights your entry.
Please put correct information for validation
and verification of the entry
Important Reminders:
1. The submitted materials become the property of
the Diocese of Pasig.
2. The exhibitors agree to show their productions on a
Catholic TV station, reprinted in Catholic
publication, and displayed on the internet for
promotional purposes.
3. The PCMMA is not responsible for any material
that may be damaged or lost in transit.
I understand and certify that all of the information is
correct and shall abide the rules of the PCMMA.


This portion to be filled up by PCMMA Staff/Secretariat.
ENTRY CONTROL NO.
Received by:
Remarks:

Date:

_______________________________________
Signature over printed name of nominator

